Sofrware systems are affected by degradation as an effect of continuous change. Since late interventions are too much onerous, software degradation should be detected early in the software lifetime. Software degradation is currently detected by using many diferent complexity metrics, but their use to monitor maintenance activities is costly. These metrics are dificult to interpret, because each emphasizes a particular aspect of degradation and the aspects shown by different metrics are not orthogonal. The purpose of our research is to measure the entropy of a software system to assess its degradation. In this paper, we partially validate the entropy class of metrics by a case study, replicated on successive releases of a set of software systems. The validity is shown through direct measures of software quality such as the number of detected defects, the maintenance efsort and the number of slipped defects.
Introduction
Software systems, during their lifetime, are affected by a phenomenon of degradation: reliability gets worse, system structure becomes corrupted, consistency of documentation is lost, maintainability decreases. Such degradation has to be detected as soon as it arises in a software system, otherwise the system starts aging and rejuvenation becomes too onerous [Vis97a] .
The main cause of degradation can be addressed in the maintenance activities upon a software system [Leh80, Vis991. In order to overcome, or at least to minimize, the degradation induced by maintenance, we need to monitor the maintenance activities and then identify the specific features that are getting worse [Sne97] .
It is widely accepted that the complexity of a software system affects its maintainability. For example, Kafura and Reddy used seven complexity metrics as predictors of the maintenance task effort [Kaf87] . The same conclusion was expressed by Rombach [Rom87] , who used five complexity metrics. Despite of the great amount of complexity metrics available in literature (for example Zuse in [Zus91] presents more than 100 complexity metrics), monitoring maintenance activities through this kind of metrics is in general costly and not always reliable [She88, Fen991. Furthermore, these metrics are diffiqult to interpret, because each metric emphasizes a particular aspect of degradation and the aspects shown by different metrics are not orthogonal [Fen99] .
The goal of our research is to define and validate a class of metrics: the entropy of software systems (hereafter simply referred as entropy). All the instances of the entropy class are aimed at assessing software degradation.
For each instance, we analyze the conceptual and practical meaning. Through this analysis a first conceptual validation has been executed. An empirical validation has been conducted using data collected in a replicated case study performed by students.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 defines the entropy of software systems; section 3 presents the direct measures of software quality used for validation; section 4 describes the case study and section 5 discusses the results; section 6 draws conclusions and future works. Some tabular data are reported in the Appendixes.
Entropy of a Software System
This paper uses only one class of metrics, entropy, which is embedded in a general framework. In the following, we summarize the framework and, within it, define the class of entropy metrics.
Basic Concepts
According to [Jac92] , a software system is considered as a collection of software models (or simply, models), including the requirements model, the analysis model, the design model and the implementation model. Each model is composed of a collection of components, which are connected, according to an architectural style, through relationships. In [Lan95] the concepts of internal and external traceability relationships were first introduced.
The internal traceability concerns relations connecting components in the same model. The external traceability concerns relations connecting components belonging to models at different abstraction levels.
The concepts of internal and external traceability relationships are used to define the Model Dependency Descriptor (MDD), which represents the software system as a graph MDD = (System, Rel), with System = C, U Cd U Ci and Rel= Ei U E,; where: c, , Cd and ci are the sets of components from the analysis, design and implementation models, respectively; Ei c C, x C, U c d x c d U Ci x Ci is the internal traceability relationship; E, E C, x Cd U c d x Ci is the external traceability relationship. In other words, MDD models the software workproduct set as a graph of software lifecycle objects connected by internal and external traceability relationships.
Entropy definition
The entropy of a software system is a class of metrics to assess the degree of disorder in a software system traceability. Entropy covers all the components of a software system at different abstraction levels, as well as the traceability relationships among them.
According to Arnold and Bohner [Arn93], we assume that during impact analysis, first a set of primary entities is identified including candidates for change, and then the set of secondary candidates for change is found through a ripple-effect analysis. A ripple effect is defined as "the effect caused by making a small change to a system which affects many other parts of a system" [Ste74] .
In the following, we provide a set of definitions for the entropy metrics. Definition 1. Let, c k and C, be two components, either belonging to the same or to different abstraction models. c, is said to be directly impacted by c k iff c, and ck are connected by a link. Definition 2. Let, ck and cj be two components, either belonging to the same or to different abstraction models.
c, is said to be indirectly impacted by c k iff c, is not directly impacted by ck, but a path P=[C1, C2, ..., C,] there exists such that:
C1 is directly impacted by ck;
Ci is directly impacted by Ci-1, with i = 1, 2, . . . , n; C, is directly impacted by C,. Definition 3. Let PCH be the set of primary components, which includes the components to change in the model at higher abstraction level (MH). n ' , where the sum is extended to all the components in MI; it represents the probability to involve the links in the impact analysis of the change to the i-th component. This metric is normalized with respect to the number of links, therefore its value does not depend on the size of the system.
P j = K
The previous definition specifies four instances for each abstraction level I different from L, for this abstraction level do not exist the third and fourth instances:
the direct internal entropy, when n, = DlL, of the PCI; the extended internal entropy, when n, = ElLi of the PC1; the direct external entropy, when nj = DEL, of the
PC1;
the extended holistic entropy, when n, = EEL, of the PCI.
Based on [Kit95], the metrics belonging to the entropy class are different from each other with respect to the entities and attributes they observe. On the contrary, the relationship between entities and attributes, even though formally different, are similar in their meaning. Finally, all the metrics are equals with respect to value, unit, scale type and measurement instrument.
Entropy meaning
In order to analyze the entropy meaning, a preliminary If the number of links starting from the j-th component consideration on pi is useful. in a generic Mi has an increasing trend, then the c p j has an increasing trend too; therefore the pi -s have a decreasing trends; finally, HI increases.
For example, let's suppose to consider a software system with two representation models, MI and MI.1; let C1 and C2 be the components in the first one, and let's leave unspecified the components in the second one, in that they are not relevant for our purposes. Moreover, let's suppose that the links starting from C1 and C2 are established, both internally and toward M1. 1, as shown in figure 1 .a. b among components.
Figure 1. Graphical representation of links
Then it results pi = 1/7 and
On the other hand, if we suppose that between MI and M1. 1 there are more links, as shown in figure l.b, then the result will be
Physically, if the number of links starting from one or more components in a representation model increases, then, also the mean number of the paths through which the effect of a change propagates.
The direct internal entropy expresses the links that software engineers can see through the workpackages they are currently using. In fact, the links considered by this entropy are the links the analysts and the designers can read on their blueprints, while programmers follow the control flows of their programs. Therefore, this entropy synthetically expresses the coupling among components in each model.
The direct external entropy considers the traceability links to the next lower abstraction model. The traceability links are conceptually partitioned into two types: structural and cognitive.
Structural links connect each higher-level component to one or more lower abstraction level components in which the first one is transformed, according to the working approach currently adopted. For example: an essential class Ai in analysis is transformed in a design class D, using the data transformation methods, and in a second design class Dk using the data detecting and control methods. In this case, there are two structural links starting from Ai: one going to D,, and one going to Dk.
On the other side, cognitive links express transformations derived from design or implementation decisions, instead of the techniques provided by the currently used approach. For example: the class Ai referenced in the previous exam le can be detailed in design in two classes (D', and D j), or in only one class (D,): this is a design decision. Therefore, if a software engineer would assume the first decision, two links start from Ai going, respectively, to D , and D ,, which are justified by the design decision rather than the adopted design approach. Therefore, these two links are cognitive. Then, the extended entropy expresses the adequacy of a solution (expressed with a design model) to a given problem (expressed with an analysis model). In fact, if a very articulated solution is adopted to solve a problem, there are many links starting from a model to the next one. Therefore, a simple change to a higher abstraction level component might have a great impact in the lower abstraction level: this is expressed by the amount of the value of H.
An interesting role is assumed by the cognitive links when a project is developed following the information hiding principle. In fact, supposing that a system has to be modified because the behavior of a function has changed, then all the links derived from hiding information other than behavioral ones, do not generate any impact. This is the same as saying that these links can be dropped in the impact analysis of such a change, i.e., the actual number of links involved in the change decreases and therefore the actual extended entropy decreases. This is coherent with the information hiding goal to make maintenance easier.
The extended internal entropy has the same meaning as the direct internal entropy, but other than coupling as
B .
1 2 seen by software engineers on their documents, it also includes the indirect relations among components. Finally, the extended holistic entropy is the disorder of the whole system perceived from an abstraction level.
Quality Factors
According to Schneidewind [ Sch921, an indirect measure of software quality can be validated by showing that its values are statistically associated w i t h some metrics that directly measure software quality. These direct metrics can be mapped to quality factors, which are attributes of software that contribute to its quality, as perceived by users. For example, the effort spent for a change is usually mapped to the maintainability quality factor.
In order to assess software system degradation we have considered three direct measures of software degradation:
the number of discovered defects, i.e. the number of defects, recorded for each model, discovered during the inspections of analysis and design, and during testing; the number of slipped defects, i.e. the number of defects, recorded for each model, missed during inspections and tests but discovered during the use of the system; the maintenance effort, i.e. the person hours spent to execute the maintenance process for each model. We have not chosen these metrics in advance, but we have made a selection within a previously existing data set. However, the selected metrics express well software degradation, as discussed in the following:
Degraded software is difficult to maintain. Therefore, the number of discovered defects has an increasing trend when degradation grows too.
0
Degraded software is hardly readable, comprehensible and testable, therefore some defects existing in it cannot be found during inspections or tests. So, the number of slipped defects increases when degradation grows too. Degraded software is more complex than usual, and then performing maintenance activities requires more effort than usual. So, an increasing maintenance effort is a symptom of software system degradation.
Case Study
Students of a software engineering course at the University of Bari were asked to develop and then maintain a software system. The application domain of the system, scheduling the courses in a computer science department, was taken from a software engineering textbook [Ja197] .
Process for data collection
In the first session, all students were assigned to the development of the first version of the same software system, whose requirements were produced by the teachers. Students, working in 3-person groups, performed the analysis, design and implementation activities. Analysis and design ended with an inspection; implementation was followed by testing (unit, integration and system test). The following deliverables were provided:
analysis and design documentation; inspection reports including discovered defects; 0 timesheets for measuring the effort spent for analysis, design, implementation, inspection and test; inspection effort was included in analysis and design sheets, while test effort was included in implementation sheet.
Instructors then executed acceptance test over all delivered workproducts, with the help of final-year undergraduate students. The acceptance test was used to find slipped defects. The timesheets were weekly delivered. Data were checked with respect to their internal consistency. In case of problems, students were asked to explain or correct. All the groups had to finish the first system version within a period of 30 days. Systems were C++ object-oriented programs, whose size was about 3000 LOC. The best four systems were then corrected by the final-year undergraduates to remove the slipped defects. The results represent the initial systems of our replicated case study: { %,o, s2.0, s3,0, s4,O) .
In the next session, each group was randomly assigned to one of the four previously developed systems and received a maintenance request. In order to preserve documentation consistency, each maintenance request had to be satisfied by each group according to the iterative enhancement model of maintenance [Bas75, Bas90J.
All the maintenance requests had an impact on the analysis workpackage as H abstraction level. In this way, all the representation models were involved by each maintenance request. The session workproducts, included process data, were always the same as for the first session.
The process was analogous to the one followed in the first session, and again there were 30 days available to satisfy the maintenance request. At the end of the i-th session, the best four systems were chosen to be included in the set {S,,i, SZj, SS,i, S4,i), which goes on in the next session, to be further maintained. At the end of the course, four complete sets of changes were collected. Among them, we do not consider the set S~, O , because the system was built by scratch and then it is not in our interest. Table 1 summarizes collected data. added, in design and code the details of methods.
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in Granularity Level 1 (shortened in GRAN,) each In the analysis model, GRAN3, GRAN4, and GRAN5 model considers as components the essential classes.
are the same, because it does not make sense to give a in Granularity level 2 (GRAN2) each model considers deeper description. As a consequence, the two internal as components the same classes and the methods. entropy metrics calculated for such a model at these three in Granularity level 3 (GRAN3) each model considers granularity levels will be the same. as components the essential classes, the methods and the attributes.
Results
in Granularity level 4 (GRAN4), besides of the components included in the previous model, in design undergraduate students built the MDD models at five (reading data, management of persistent data, .. .).
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Entropy values
The detailed entropy values are reported in the technical report [BiaOOb] . In this section, we only emphasize the more interesting observations.
In figure 2 the box plots of direct internal entropy are shown. As can it be seen, for each model and entropy metric, the finer the granularity the greater is the value of entropy. This is because of the feature of coarser grain, which hides inside itself some disorder. A part of this disorder is explicated when the grain becomes finer. Physically, this means that the finer grain of representation models makes the impact analysis more coherent with the real disorder of the software system.
In the same figure, it is shown that entropy values for design are lower than for implementation. This confirms that design makes easier to read and comprehend source code. Figure 3 shows the extended holistic entropy. Here the entropy values in the design model get very high when granularity increases. This means that a coarser grain hides design defects.
Validation
Schneidewind in [Sch92] proposed a metrics validation methodology based on six validity criteria. Each validity criterion specifies a specific quantitative relationship that should exist between factors and metrics.
We have applied only two of these validity criteria: consistency and tracking. We could not perform validation with respect to other three criteria (predictability, repeatability and association) because of the few available observations in our case study. We also could not validate with respect to the discriminative power criterion because there was no baseline to discriminate between degraded and non-degraded systems, based on our direct measures. Anyway, available data would not allow us to empirically define any reasonable threshold.
Consistency
The consistency criterion evaluates whether there is adequate consistency between the ranks of the factor, or direct measure, and the ranks of the indirect metric, in our case the entropy class of metrics.
A rank order correlation coefficient, such as Spearman R, is applied to verify that the coefficient R exceeds a given threshold (pc ) with a specified significance level (a). In our case, we established the following values: pc = 0.7 and a = 0.05. Using our representative sample, if R is higher than 0.7 with p less than 0.05, we might conclude that the entropy metric, at a given granularity level, is consistent with the direct measure of degradation. This means that if after a change entropy grows then we might say that software degradation (directly measured) would increase too.
Quality
Factor Entropy #detected defects analysis design implem.
Gran2
Gran The detailed values of correlation (R) are reported in the technical' report [BiaOOb] ; in Table 2 we only summarize the results for consistency.There are 12 observations (4 systems per 3 releases). Each cell contains the minimum granularity level that satisfies the condition R > pc with an acceptable confidence level (p < 0.05), and, in parentheses, the corresponding value of R. For example, the extended internal entropy is consistent with the effort in the design model starting from the granularity level 1, while the same entropy is consistent with the effort in the analysis model starting from the granularity level 2.
Empty cells correspond to the direct external and extended holistic entropy when measured for the implementation model. This is not due to lacking consistency but because there are no external links and so the values for these metrics cannot be computed.
A finding is that all the computed instances of entropy are consistent with the direct measures of degradation whether an adequate granularity level is considered.
Furthermore, we can say that the minimal level of granularity, which is adequate for all the quality factors and entropy metrics is the granularity level 3.
Tracking direct metric, so that to be confident that it is actually an indirect metric.
Figures 4 to 6 show the trends of the direct metrics with respect to each entropy metric. Each figure includes the graphs concerning a model.
The trends of the four system versions are all equal: when the direct metric decreases, the entropy metric decreases too. Therefore, the tracking validity criterion holds for all the defined entropy metrics.
By comparing the design of St, j to S p , i, Ss, i, Sq, j) it is clear that the quality of design strongly influences the value of the entropy. In fact, figure 6 shows the greatest changes in values. Once the design has settled on a bad entropy value, this determines the quality of the code, as it is highlighted in figure 6 .
The same quality gradient is not evident in the analysis model. This again confirms that design is critical to develop and maintain software systems.
Furthermore, the number of detected defects, even if shows the same trend of entropy, does not have any analogous gradient. On the contrary, the number of slipped defects follows more coherently the entropy gradient. An interpretation might be that when the quality of a software system degrades it is more likely that many defects persist in it nevertheless inspection and testing.
The tracking criterion evaluates whether the indirect metric is able to adequately track changes in the factor, or 
Conclusions
In this paper the definitions of entropy, previously introduced in [Vis97b] , have been modified and extended to monitor software system degradation. A tool, based on a software representation model aimed to support maintenance, can automatically compute the entropy metrics before and after each maintenance intervention. This means that the entropy metrics allow a software engineer to frequently monitor a software system, getting slower its aging. The entropy metrics also locate the representation model in which degradation is injected. As a consequence, it is possible to improve system quality starting from the more adequate abstraction level. We evaluated the consistency of the entropy metrics and the ability to track changes with respect to three quality factors, i.e., direct measures of software degradation: the number of detected defects, the maintenance effort and the number of slipped defects. Validation has been performed using data collected from a replicated case study. We showed that the granularity level of software system representation strongly influences the entropy. A limitation of our work is that collected data are not enough to determine the optimal granularity level.
Another consequence for the lack of available observations is that we could not perform a richer validity testing, considering for example, predictability, repeatability, association and discriminative power criteria. These limits can only be overcome by collecting more sample systems and changes, preferably in an industrial environment.
